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It can be a
bug’s life
after all

ver the past three years,
the pair have developed a
garden
product,
SuperNemos, to control
pests without chemicals.
It has the added advantage
of being totally safe for use around
children, pets and wildlife, and
it doesn’t attack slugs or garden. As a result, the effisnails.
ciency jumped to an amazing
Irish horticulturalists have 95% pest kill rate (compared
declared it a real breakthrough, with other organic products
and it has apparently saved which control between 40commercial fruit growers a 60%). And so SuperNemo was
fortune as the nematodes have born.’
conquered the dreaded vine
The product has been getting
weevil
which
habitually a resounding thumbs. Its comdestroys large swathes of valu- bination of almost total pest
able commercial crops and can protection and easy applicaalso cause havoc in gardens.
tion with a watering can or
Abdul specialises in biologi- sprayer means estates and the
cal pest control. ‘Most of the OPW can establish chemicalinsects that do damage to your free zones in public parks.
garden come from the soil, he
Recent feedback
says. ‘ I selected native spefrom commercial
cies of nematodes – which
growers
has
live in the soil – already
shown it to be
used in Ireland to create a
so
efficient
majority and minority spethat after a few
cies for the SuperNemos
years of conproduct, it took many years
tinuous applicato find the correct balance.
tions,
the
‘So every individual nemaoffending pests
tode in a packet of 20 million
do not return to
that is sold is convinced its
EUREKA:
entire species will be exterDr Abdul Hamid Al
minated if it does not
Hamidi developed
find and kill the
SuperNemos
pest in your

the crops.
Irish hobby gardeners have
also embraced the invention.
Previously you had to be an
expert in pest identification
before using a bio-pesticide –
they are very specific to their
target bugs. Even then the
pests could, over time, build up
a resistance to traditional biopesticides and a more lethal
chemical would be required.
‘The strange irony is that
99% of insects are beneficial
and only 1% of insects do any
damage,’ says Abdul. ‘Chemical sprays wipe out most of the
beneficial insects which have
little resistance to them, while
eventually protecting the 1%
that do all the damage.’
Personally, I have always
been a believer in pursuing the
balance of nature in my garden. This means no chemical
sprays and if the right conditions are allowed to flourish
then the birds, bats, ladybirds
and lacewings will control pest
outbreaks. It has always
worked for me. When you get
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STOP BUGGING ME:
Most insects are
beneficial in the garden
but are killed by
pesticides

At last, a
natural way to
kill pests while
not harming
the ‘good guys’
– and it’s Irish
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t’s tough being a bug these days.
These little chaps work hard
doing the thankless jobs nature
demands of them, yet a few bad
eggs have given the majority a
bad name. And when they find
themselves in the wrong back garden
or field of fruit at the wrong time, they
can end up being blasted to kingdom
come by various chemical weapons.
Most gardeners are just trying to
control the peskier pests, but the trouble is many innocents suffer in the
process. Potent chemicals are used in
the belief that they are the only option,
but the impact of their use is never
adequately considered as their spray
carries far beyond the area in need of
control. This is leading to a serious
impact on the health of ecosystems.
It has been widely publicised that
bees are now at risk and it is widely
thought that man-made chemical pesticides are to blame. I do accept, however, that for food to be grown some
control needs to be applied otherwise
important crops can be ruined.
So, what if there was a product that
controlled the unwanted bugs and,
most importantly, left no residue?
What if we could control the infestations we want to, without causing
harmful effects outside the area where
the treatment is applied. Even better,
what if the ‘good bugs’ could be harnessed and used to control the bad
bugs that damage the flowers and vegetables we want to flourish?
That’s what Dublin-based biologist
Dr Abdul Hamid Al Hamidi, an Iraqi
scientist who moved to Ireland in 1982
and works in the Dublin Institute of
Technology, asked himself. Along with
his financial partner Ciaran Walsh, he
has developed a product that uses natural predators to combat a wide range
of insect pests in the soil. The predators, thread-like microscopic worms
called nematodes, are naturally present
in healthy soil, sometimes singly and
sometimes in their millions.
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One of our biggest household sins
is overdosing the washing
machine with detergent. It wastes
money and is very eco-unfriendly
because of the amount of excess
detergent that eventually finds its
way into the environment.
Siemens has come up with a
solution. It promises that the i-Dos
washing machine will wash more
efficiently by dispensing the
precise amount of powder needed

By Muriel Bolger
for a wash based on the fabrics
contained in it. This helps reduce
water consumption and saves
time. All you have to do is fill it
with detergent and forget about it
for 20 loads.
Being this green doesn’t come
cheap though, it retails at €1,149.
Call 1890 626041 for stockists.

OMany perennials become
top heavy and flop in
midsummer. So chop back
rudbeckia, helenium,
sedum and solidago by half.
This will result in sturdier
bushier plants that will
flower slightly later.
OThere is a saying: ‘If
dandelions were hard to
grow, they would be most
welcome in any lawn.’ In fact
their leaves make a great
salad, and the ground seeds
replaced pepper in World War

into the likes of fruit, however,
it can be different game, so
SuperNemos offers a great
natural solution.
We eat so much imported
food these days that we can’t
be certain how many horrendous chemicals we are inadvertently ingesting. At last,

II. If you still want rid of them,
keep mowing or cutting them
down as they will die away
under constant persecution.
ORunner beans make great
climbers. Use them as an
edible ornamental feature.
OFor a sunny dry area in the
garden you can’t go wrong
with lavenders, especially
English Lavender. It has the
traditional flower and will
flower right through the
summer season.

here is an Irish product with
the potential to be a real world
leader in this area. The sooner
this cost-efficient invention is
licensed and sold worldwide,
the better. It’s good for us, it’s
good for nature, but above all
it’s good for bugs – nemo.ie.
www.eugenehiggins.ie
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